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A1 Dimensions :
Artwork Graphic : 84.1cm x 59.4cm
Physical : 80cm x 119cm x 50.5cm
A0 Dimensions :
Artwork Graphic : 59.4cm x 118.9cm
Physical : 96cm x 156cm x 61cm

0131 46 36 111
Info@edinburghbanners.co.uk
www.edinburghbanners.co.uk

ARTWORK
Artwork can be uploaded at time of ordering or
emailed later to info@edinburghbanners.co.uk.
To ensure consistent high-quality prints, we
recommend artwork follows the artwork
guidelines (see website for details).
If you have any queries regarding your artwork,
please include your file during the order
regardless and contact us if you have any
concerns.
We also offer a professional design service to
take all the hassle out your leaflet designing!
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PAVEMENT
SIGNS
Maximize the value of your business location
by grabbing the attention of passers-by.

Pavement signs are a proven
method in attracting more custom
into your shop, office, restaurant,
pub or salon.

High quality
materials for
eye-catching
design and
durable
outdoor use

SUMMARY
The weather resistant aluminium and steel
construction with a spring mounted sign makes
this sign ideal for both indoor and outdoor use.
The base can be filled with water or sand (for
additional stability).

The artwork is secured in place
with a front load snap frame, this
makes mounting and changing
the artwork of the sign quick and
easy.

PRICE-LIST
Includes
hardware
and
double-sided printed artwork.

A1 £99.50
A0 £175.00

SPECIFICATION
Suitable for indoor and outdoor use
High-Definition waterproof printed poster
for extended outdoor use
Snap-Spring poster holder for easy artwork
changes
Clear UV-resistant artwork protection
Easy-Roller wheels
Anodized Aluminium construction
Water or sand filled base for stability in all
conditions
Weight 18Kg to 25Kg

